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Question: 1
Which action occurs when a user cancels out of a Pageflow process?
A. The Pageflow exits and any data that the user had entered is lost.
B. The Pageflow is saved to the work list so that the user can access it later.
C. An audit trail entry is created to record the fact that the Pageflow was cancelled.
D. The current state at the point at which the Pageflow was cancelled is saved so that it can be
resumed later.

Answer: A
Question: 2
A TIBCO EMS Server (mystore) has the following configuration in the stores.conf and queues.conf
files: stores.conf [mystore] type=file file=mystore.db mode=sync [mystore] type=dbstore
dbstore_driver_url=jdbc:sqlserver://sqlsrv_l:3415;databasel\lame=sysmeta
dbstore_driver_username=admin
dbstore_driver_password=adminl23
queues.conf
queuel
store=mystore Which statement is true when PERSISTENT messages are published to queuel?
A. The server decides at runtime which store to use.
B. The server picks the mystore of database type because that overrides the previously configured
filestore.
C. The server fails to start because there are two stores configured with the same name.
D. The server picks the mystore of file type because it was configured first.

Answer: C
Question: 4
When creating a TIBCO ActiveMatrix environment to support the deployment of SOA solutions by
multiple business units, which two components are optional? (Choose two.)
A. TIBCO ActiveMatrix Lifecycle Governance Framework
B. a database
C. TIBCO Enterprise Message Service
D. TIBCO ActiveMatrix Policy Manager

Answer: A, D
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Question: 5
Which of the following parameters are required to retrieve a deleted record using a web service
query?
A. RECORD_STATE and ACTIVE
B. RECORD_ID and ACTIVE
C. RECORD_ID and RECORD_STATE
D. No parameters settings are required
E. RECORD_VERSION and RECORD_ID
F. RECORD_VERSION and ACTIVE

Answer: A
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